Validate and Validate Data
Manager for eCommerce
Companies
The cost of human error in processing payments
Mistakes happen. When a customer or supplier onboards themself to your
company processes, whether they do it by phone, paper, or dedicated software,
they will be asked to provide payment details. If this data is incorrect or
incomplete, and a bank-to-bank payment fails, your staff must manually research
the issue and fix it. Not only may your customer have to re-submit information, but
delays in their payment can cause knock-on issues within your supply chain.
1,000 failed payments cost around

£50,000+

in bank fees and manual labour, plus the cost of lost business

Why do eCommerce
companies use Validate?

We are constantly
looking for ways
to improve customer
experience and reduce
friction. With one simple
integration to the Validate
API, we have been able to
extend and enhance our
validation coverage in a
matter of weeks. Customers
will immediately benefit from
our new partnership, seeing
fewer payments held up in
transit.”
Senior Product Owner

Validate automatically verifies and enriches the bank-to-bank payment information
your customers and suppliers provide you in real time before anyone hits ‘send’.
This helps you achieve straight through processing of payments, thereby
removing your operational costs of fixing payments, and removing the risk of failed
payments impacting your supply chain.
Whether you receive payment details by phone, paper or through dedicated
software, Validate API can easily be integrated directly into your payment platform.
Our customers have generally been able to integrate Validate within three months.
Validate facilitates bank-to-bank payments across your global supply chain by
validating information against payment and compliance rule changes in 170
countries and 220 jurisdictions. Validate can verify domestic payment routing for
all these countries, and overseas payment routing, including IBAN.

Real-time validation, anywhere

End user application

accuity.com

Call centre, ERP and CRM applications

Validate has helped customers
with the straight through
processing of

£1,000 billion

How does Validate enable
straight through processing?
Payments fail for a number of reasons. Many customers do not know the required
information, such as IBAN and BIC numbers, they often mistype digits, and even
confuse Sort Codes with SWIFT codes; it happens. Validate guides your customers
with messages and input fields in real time to fix these issues.
Payment and compliance rules continue to change, so a payment instruction that achieved straight
through processing last week may require different details this week to prevent the payment from failing.
Validate keeps your payment flow up to date with all these rule changes by actively initiating 6,000
updates every day from official sources. This helps ensure your customers provide all the payment
information for you to meet compliance requirements across over 170 countries.
Lastly, Validate API automatically enriches payment information in real time. Some banks may fail a
payment for not containing the correct standard settlement instruction, for example.

Identifies mistakes and
guides users how to
fix them:

Guides customers to
provide all the information
required for compliance:

Automatically enriches
payment information with
more detail:

D
 omestic and international
account details

P
 rovides picker lists in real time
for the user to select a payment
purpose or tax code, if required

G
 enerates IBANs and BICs from
domestic account details

6,000+
updates to our data daily ensures you
meet changing global payment and
compliance requirements

A
 dds all bank details and standard
settlement instructions

Validate enhances your
existing payment flow
Validate API invisibly adds intelligence to your payment flow, raising input fields and user notifications
that look native to your platform and are fully configurable by you. Users are presented with all the
input fields required for them to submit the right information for you to meet payment and compliance
requirements and achieve straight through processing. Validate reduces workload for the user by
automatically enriching payment instructions with standard settlement instructions and bank details.

Reduced risk of late payments
Payments generally need to be received within a contracted timeframe.
However, when your beneficiaries are in different countries it becomes
hard to keep track of national holidays which can cause your payments
to be delayed, potentially damaging your reputation, and leading to late
payment fines. Validate monitors national holidays in 170 countries and
can automatically expedite payments by selecting faster channels to
avoid delays caused by national holidays.

Validate Data Manager can cleanse
and enrich existing payment data
Payment rules, codes and regulations continue to change.
Banks merge, and branch addresses can change. All of
this means the data in your payment database continues
to degrade, causing more payments to fail and creating an
ever-growing need for your staff to manually fix payments.
Validate Data Manager enables you to cleanse and enhance
information in your payment database by uploading data to
our API- or browser-based service. Validate Data Manager
suggests changes for you to approve, ensuring your data
stays fresh and you continue to process straight through

payments. This can be done as a one-off onboarding
project for new customers, or automatically on a regular
basis, such as before sending a bulk payment.

Up to

35%

of payment data can go out of date each year

Validate and Validate Data
Manager are easy to deploy
The Validate and Validate Data Manager APIs are quick
and easy to deploy directly into your end-user application,
CRM, or ERP platform and do not require maintenance.
Integration projects are often completed in three months.
Customers receive unlimited access to all the self-serve
developer tools you need to easily integrate and
configure services.

To support your assessment and deployment processes
we can setup a free developer account for you with
complimentary validation calls.

You can pick and choose which functionality to light up
within your payment flow by specifying which types of
data to call validations for, such as IBAN and BIC codes. As
your business needs change, you can select to validate
more or fewer data types.

Get Started
To find out more please contact your Accuity account manager.
We can set you up with a complementary developer account and
free validation calls.

